Models where pairs, triples, or larger (typically connected) sets of sites on a 2Dlattice ''fill'' irreversibly (described here as dimer, trimer, ... filling or adsorption),either randomly or cooperatively, are required to describe many surfaceadsorption and reaction processes. Since filling is assumed to be irreversible and immobile (species are ''frozen'' once adsorbed), even the stationary, saturation state, which is nontrivial since the lattice cannot fill completely, is not in equilibrium. The kinetics and statistics of these processes are naturally described by recasting the master equations in hierarchic form for probabilities of subconfigurations of empty sites. These hierarchies are infinite for the infinite lattices considered here, but approximate solutions can be obtained by implementing truncation procedures. Those used here exploit a shielding property of suitable walls of empty sites peculiar to irreversible filling processes. Accurate results, including saturation coverage estimates, are presented for random filling of dimers, and trimers of different shapes, on various infinite 2Dlattices, and for square tetramers on an infinite square lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider processes where adjacent pairs of (empty) sites on a uniform lattice are filled irreversibly ("dimer filling") , either randomly or cooperatively. In the former case, a single rate k characterizes the process, whereas in the latter, rates must be prescribed for each possible configuration of the environment influencing filling of an empty pair. Since, by assumption, the dimers are frozen once adsorbed (they cannot desorb or hop), the resulting distribution of filled sites is not described by equilibrium statistics even in the stationary, saturation state. Furthermore, the lattice does not completely fill here since isolated empty sites are created which can never fill [see Fig. 1(a) ]. Clearly these distributions, even for random dimer filling, incorporate nontrivial spatial correlations (unlike random monomer filling). More generally, one could consider processes where adjacent triples, or other sets of sites (of fixed relative configuration), fill irreversibly ("trimer or N-mer filling") either randomly or cooperatively. Again, the resulting nonequilibrium distributions of filled sites are spatially correlated and the lattice is not completely filled at saturation (where a variety of isolated empty clusters now remain, as shown in Fig. 1 ). The quantities of interest here are probabilities P [a] for subconfigurations of sites 0' specified either empty 0 or filled a. Equations for the time evolution of these can be obtained by rewriting the master equations in hierarchic form (the latter can be written directly from intuition). \-9 For infinite, uniform lattices, of interest here, these hierarchies are infinite making their solution nontrivial. We restrict our attention to initially empty lattices in which case time evolution preserves invariance of the P [a] under all lattice group operations (e.g., translation and rotation). Thus we often naturally considertheP[a]asfunctionsofcoverage,O P[a]=1 -Pro], rather than time t. Of course, the infinite time values of the P [a] provide complete information about the saturation state. The saturation coverage is the quantity of prime importance here, but nontrivial spatial correlations and, for trimer and N-mer filling, nonzero probabilities of various empty clusters, described in the following paragraph, can also be determined. For filling on a ID lattice by dimers, only isolated empty sites remain at saturation 9 . 10 (so P [aoa] = P [o] here), but for filling by N-mers (taking N consecutive sites at a time), isolated empty sites and empty pairs, triples, ... , (N -I)-tuples remain at saturation. 2 -4 As indicated above, for dimer filling on any lattice, only isolated empty sites remain at saturation,5 so here, e.g.,
for a 2D square lattice [ Fig. I(a) ]. (Note that typographic constraints have required an increased spacing between adjacent rows of the lattice as compared with adjacent columns. These two spacings should be interpreted as equivalent in all following configurations with two or more rows.) However, the saturation state is more complicated for trimer, etc., filling as indicated by the following For ID lattices, these models have an important application in describing irreversible reaction on polymer chains. 9 Dimer filling typically models a cyclization reaction where adjacent groups link. 9 . 10 N-mer filling models the binding to N consecutive sites of large ligands. 2 -4.9 Here we are primarily interested in these models for 2D lattices where they are essential in the analysis of certain irreversible immobile chemisorption processes as well as various irreversible reactions between groups on surfaces. 11-16 There is increasing evidence that, for chemisorption processes, often surface mobility (and desorption) are negligible. 15 -1 ? Consequently equilibrium statistical mechanics is inappropriate for describing the filled site distribution since it relies on these mechanisms to achieve equilibration. The first specific appli-cation of the 2D random dimer filling model was by Roberts ll to O 2 and N2 adsorption on W. Other more recent applications include description of (i) desorption of nitrogen adatoms in adjacent pairs,13 i.e., adsorption of dimer holes; (ii) dehydration of y-alumina where adjacent hydroxyl (ion) groups combine to form water molecules l4 ; (iii) water sorption at adjacent pairs of metal ion sites (bridged by oxygen atoms) to create two hydroxyl groups; this study is in part motivated by desire to understand more complex dehydration-hydration processes on hydrotreating catalysts l5 ; and (iv) adsorption of CO at adjacent sites on W (two-point {3-CO). 16 Obviously the more general N-mer filling models will be required for the adsorption oflarger molecules (the number of sites filled, e.g., three for trimer filling, need not, however, correspond to the number of atoms in the adsorbate). 18 Sometimes steric hindrance will require that filling is blocked within a certain range of a previously adsorbed species. Recent studies of hydrocarbon adsorption provide examples of such irreversible binding. 19
Before describing the contribution of this work, we briefly review previous analyses of these models. The earliest exact results come from Flory's 10 statistical analysis of saturation coverages for random dimer filling on ID lattices. For an infinite lattice, a value of I -e-2 was obtained. More extensive statistical analyses have also been given. 20 In addition, for the infinite ID lattice, a number of treatments involving exact hierarchy truncation based on a shielding property of a single empty site provide information on the time dependence of n-tuples of empty sites, and recover the above mentioned saturation value. 1.5 Two-point spatial correlations have also been analyzed and shown to determine all spatial correlations. 21 . 22 Statistical analyses have also been given for random N-mer filling on finite ID lattices, 18.23 and exact solution, via hierarchy truncation [exploiting a shielding property of empty (N -I)-tuples], is again possible for filling of an infinite, uniform ID lattice. Saturation coverage values have been tabulated for various N. 3 More generally exact solution via hierarchy truncation is possible for N-mer filling with, not just nearest-neighbor, 3 but also range N cooperative effects.4 Exact solution via hierarchy truncation is also possible for dimer, trimer, ... filling on Bethe lattices, either randomly, or with nearest-neighbor cooperative effects.24
A statistical analysis has been presented for random dimer filling on several small finite lattices. 25 For random dimer, trimer, ... filling on infinite 2D (or higher dimensional) lattices, exact closed form solution of the hierarchy is not possible (although there still exists a shielding property of suitable walls of empty sites 6 ). An approximate truncation scheme has been implemented previously for random dimer filling, 5 and will be developed further here. Formal coverage (density) expansions are available even for cooperative filling?·8 and a resummation scheme, exploiting exact Bethe lattice results, has been developed for random dimer filling. 8 There have been numerous Monte Carlo simulations of random dimer filling, concentrating on determination of the saturation coverage. 12-16 The trimer filling model has been mentioned recently in the context of surface adsorption, but no analysis has been given. 18 In fact, apart from monomer and dimer filling, the only other W filling process considered previously is random square N 2 -mer filling on a square lattice. 25 Here, according to the generalized Palasti conjecture, the saturation coverage for an infinite lattice is the square of that for random N-mer filling on an infinite ID lattice, e.g., (1 -e-2 )2 for random square tetramer filling.
In this work, we analyze and present results for several random filling processes on a variety of infinite, uniform 2D lattices. Approximate solutions are obtained for the infinite, closed hierarchies of rate equations satisfied by probabilities for subconfigurations of empty sites. The approximate truncation procedure implemented here is motivated by hierarchic structure, in particular, a shielding property of suitable walls of empty sites (rather than inappropriately borrowing, e.g., Kirkwood-style factorizations, or Bethe-type approximations from equilibrium theory). The lD analogs of these schemes recover exact results. For random dimer filling, the simplest truncation scheme, which corresponds to that used previously by Vette et al.,5 is extended to higher orders for square, hexagonal, and triangular lattices. Extremely accurate results are obtained for the probabilities of various small compact subconfigurations. These benchmark calculations also provide valuable insight into the structure of the hierarchy solutions and, in particular, into the shielding propensity of various subconfigurations of empty sites. Furthermore they suggest corresponding natural refinements of the truncation procedure. By solving appropriately truncated equations to various orders, we also provide the first results for random filling of linear and bent trimers on a square lattice, bent trimers on a hexagonal lattice, and triangular trimers on a triangular lattice. We also treat random square tetramer filling on a square lattice, the results from which can be compared with numerical simulations and the generalized Palasti conjecture.
The hierarchic rate equations for random dimer, trimer, ... filling are described in Sec. II, first for probabilities, Pl· .], of empty subconfigurations, and then for corresponding conditional probabilities, Q [ .. ]. In Sec. III, after reviewing the shielding property for suitable walls of empty sites, we describe a truncation procedure for the Q hierarchies which follows naturally from this. Refinements are indicated with emphasis on the random dimer filling case. Results from various levels of truncation are described in Sec. IV for the random filling processes listed above. Some interesting isomorphisms between different filling processes are described in Sec. V. Finally some conclusions and comparisons with previous work are given in Sec. VI, together with a discussion of extensions of these analyses.
II. THE HIERARCHIC RATE EQUATIONS
Let I m J represent some subset of m sites and P [[ m ]] denote the probability that these are empty. The P [[ m]] can be regarded as functions of time t or lattice coverage, () =1 -P[[ lJ](assumingtranslationalinvariance). Hereafter we set the filling rate k equal to unity without loss of generality (this simply corresponds to transforming to a chemical time scale t '=kt).
In presenting the hierarchic rate equations for the P[lm]], it is convenient to define n(m) to be the number of ways that the adsorbing species can land entirely within (mll, j<1(m) (2.1) where nj.(m) =nj+ (m) -n(m) is the number of sites in 1m J adjacent to j. These terms correspond to destruction of the empty configuration 1m J from dimers landing completely within, and partly overlapping 1m J, respectively. For random N-mer filling, a configuraton Ip J is called sub-N-mer if it contains P < N sites and can be filled by adsorption of a single N-mer (thus Ip J consists of single sites and adjacent pairs of sites for trimer filling). Here the hierarchy equations have the form
where these terms correspond to destruction of empty 1m J from N-mer landing completely within, and partly overlapping 1m J, respectively. Note that Eq. (2.2) includes Eq. (2.1) as a special case and that, for N-mers which fill connected sets of sites, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) include infinite closed subhierarchies for probabilities of connected empty clusters.
Here we consider only filling of infinite, uniform, ini- dimer filling:
linear trimer filling: (2.6) which also illustrates exact product relationships between these Q 's that are obviously consistent with the Q hierarchy [cf. Eq. (2.5b)). Various other nontrivial identities will be indicated in the discussion of shielding in the following section.
Once the Q hierarchy equations are solved, values for the P 's can be obtained from such identities as In this section, we first describe a shielding property of suitable walls of empty sites, then introduce various truncation schemes based straightforwardly on this property. Finally, for random dimer filling, we introduce a refined truncation scheme which exploits this shielding property to the fullest.
A. The empty site shielding property
The most general statement of this property applicable to general irreversible filling processes, including the ones of interest here, is as follows 6 :
Consider a wall of sites specified empty which divides the lattice into two disconnected regions, and is sufficiently thick that a filling event occuring on the lattice is not simultaneously affected by the state of sites on both sides of the wall; then such a wall completely shields sites on one side from the influence of those on the other.
Thus for random dimer filling (random N-mer filling, taking N consecutive sites at a time) on a ID lattice, a single empty site (a block of N -1 empty sites) shields sites on one side from the influence of those on the other. 3 .4 For example, with random N-mer filling, if P [m] denotes the probability of finding m consecutive empty sites, the conditional probabilities
are equal to Q [N -1), for m 2 N -1. For a two-dimensionallattice, the shielding wall must either close on itself or extend to infinity in order to separate the lattice into two disconnected parts. Some examples of shielding walls on a square lattice, for random dimer, linear and bent trimer, and square tetramer filling are shown in Fig. 2 .
Mathematically, shielding is expressed through equality of various conditional probabilities and proof follows from observation of self-consistency with respect to the Q hierarchy. 6 We do not give details here but refer the reader to Ref. 27 for a discussion of the random dimer filling case (the treatment for general random N-mer filling is more complicated in detail, but the same in spirit). As a simple example, for random dimer filling of a square lattice, we have that to be "relatively small." (This will be verified later.)
B. Hierarchic truncation schemes
For random N-mer filling of 1D lattices, the shielding property described above and, in particular, the equality 
(3.3)
c-2
Since p[oo], and hence Q[~], is zero at saturation, the 1st- 
and for a simplified 3rd-shell truncation (neglecting any disconnected tP sites after truncation). Here we give the more accurate (full) 3rd-shell, as well as 4th-shell results. The accuracy of truncation results is expected to increase dramatically with increasing order, since neglected tP sites are further from the 0 site and may often be obscured from the 0 site by other tP sites. Since separating empty walls of thickness 1 shield here, this process should be a better candidate for truncation, especially at low orders than, say, linear trimer filling (requiring a shielding wall ofthickness 2). We shall use the high-order truncation results as the basis for a detailed analysis of the shielding propensity of finite sections of shielding wall. 
(3.6) From Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6) we see that the severe truncation does indeed have a more severe effect on the hierarchy equations (hence the name). It is also apparent that fewer Q's will be included in the minimal closed set for severe truncation. Again solutions of the truncated equations exhibit product consistency. 6
Other truncation schemes for random N-mer filling are based on the oberservation that Q 's with more than one conditioned 0 site can be factorized as in Eq. (2.6). If one first truncates the Q hierarchy severely (to nth order) and then factorizes to obtain a closed set of equations for a finite num-ber of Q 's with a single 0 site (the T.nF truncation of Ref. 6), then it is possible to show that the resulting approximate solutions do not depend on the choice of factorization. Furthermore, they agree with the solutions of the corresponding nonfactorized severe truncation equations. 6 Thus we do not discuss this scheme further. An obvious alternative is to start by factorizing Q's with several conditioned 0 sites in Eqs. (2.5b)-(2.5d) to thus obtain an infinite closed hierarchy for Q 's with a single conditioned 0 site. Truncation can then be employed by neglecting ¢ sites further than n-lattice vectors from the 0 site, just as for random dimer filling (such truncations are referred to as FT.n in Ref. 6 and will be described as factorizing here). One shortcoming of this scheme is that the solution depends (presumably weakly) on the choice of factorization. For example, if n = 2, 
8)
In closing this subsection, we remark that the factorized truncation scheme does have the advantage of having a smaller minimal closed set of equations (at each order) than the corresponding mild (unfactorized) truncation (see the next section).
C. A refined truncation scheme for random dimer filling
Here we exploit the facJ that a separating wall of empty sites of thickness 1 shields. In the standard Vette et al. unshielded path of length greater than n are truncated. The slight reduction in accuracy from the less severe nth-shell truncation of Vette et al., for n > 1, is expected to be compensated for by the substantial reduction in the number of Q 's retained in the minimal closed set at each order. Some mathematical justification for the use of this shortest unshielded path concept, based on the structure of the Q-hierarchy equations, is given in Appendix B together with an indication of the appropriate extension for random N-mer filling.
(Here we must clearly take into account the shape and larger size of the N-mer in determining path length and the requirement, in some cases, of a thicker empty shielding wall.)
IV. RESULTS FROM HIERARCHY TRUNCATION
In this section, we present results for random dimer and trimer filling on various W lattices, and for random square tetramer filling on a square lattice, obtained from implementation of the hierarchic truncation procedures discussed in Sec. III. We are interested in comparison of results from various order truncations and in obtaining accurate results from truncations of higher order. However, for the cases analyzed here, the latter typically involve hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of Q's in their minimal closed sets. Consequently, computer routines were written to generate, truncate (to various orders), and then numerically integrate these coupled sets of Q-equations. Here we first give a general discussion of results and then concentrate on the random dimer filling case.
A. General remarks and results
Saturation coverage estimates for the various random filling processes considered here are displayed in Table I for various types and orders of truncation. The corresponding TABLE I. Saturation coverage estimates for random dimer and N-mer filling on different lattices for various orders and types of truncation (V = Vette et a/., SUP = shortest unshielded path, S = severe, M = mild, F = factorizing). The minimum number of equations to close the set for each order of truncation is also shown (* indicates that one or more Q's "blow up" just before saturation so values given are obtained from extrapolation).
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Lattice Truncation 1st
Dimer Square V 0.88889 12 ) SUP 0.88889 (2) equation after truncation, are also given. One observes a dramatic increase in these numbers for higher order truncations. As expected, for trimer and tetramer filling, typically at each order the severe truncation gives the poorest results (but has the smallest number of equations), and the other two truncation schemes exhibit comparable accuracy (but the factorizing scheme has fewer equations). The difference is most significant for spreadout N-mers (e.g., the linear trimer). A measure of the success of our truncation methods is provided by the rapid convergence and stabilization of the saturation coverage estimates for increasing truncation order. Note that the 1st-order results are given only for the mild truncation because, in 1 st-order, the more severe truncations affect even the Q[o] equation, leading to unreliable results.
The most obvious trend in the saturation coverage results is the decrease in the saturation coverage (estimates) with increasing N-mer size (N), just as observed for the 1D linear lattice. 3 . 4 ,23 For random dimer filling, we see that the saturation coverage increases as the lattice coordination number C increases (from hexagonal to square to triangular lattices). This is not surprising since the number of ways that a dimer can land on a site (with empty local environment) equals c, suggesting that this site is more likely to be filled eventually as c increases. In terms of our hierarchic equations, this is expressed by dldtP [ol= -cP[ool. (4.1)
Finally we remark that for Bethe lattices, where exact solution for random dimer filling is possible, this trend is also The situation for random N-mer filling is more complex. It is appropriate here to introduce a generalized coordi- where PUN J] is the probability for an N-mer-shaped cluster of sites to be empty. We have checked that this is true in an exact treatment of random trimer filling on Bethe lattices of coordination number 2(C[NJ = 3), 3(C[N) = 9), and 4(c[ N) = 18) where one has saturation coverages of 0.823 65, 0.83809, and 0.856 82, respectively (see Appendix C). However, for 2D lattices one observes some anomalous behavior.
Consider bent trimer filling on hexagonal (C[N) = 9) and square (C[NJ = 12) lattices where one has saturation coverages of ;::::0.839 and ;::::0.834, respectively. This anomaly occurs since, at saturation, empty sites are either isolated or in isolated empty pairs on the hexagonal lattice, but can also occur in longer strings of empty sites with probability 0.019 (Table II) on a square lattice. Clearly, the latter more than compensates for the influence of the differing C [N J • As mentioned previously, probabilities of various clusters of empty sites can be determined as products of Q's (clearly the number of empty clusters whose probabilities can be thus determined, without further approximation, increases with the order of the truncation). Here we consider TABLE II. Saturation estimates of various quantities for random N-mer filling. 1" denotes the probability for a site to be in a cluster of ;::: n empty sites, so pl "",P[O] . Of particular interest are the probabilities of an isolated empty siteP[11 (say), an isolated pair P [2] (say), ... and the probabilities P" (say) , that a site is in an empty cluster of n or
Square lattice Truncation
where c is the lattice coordination number. Saturation values of some of these quantities are presented in Table II for for linear (bent) trimer filling on a square lattice; P 3 = 0 for bent trimer filling on a hexagonal lattice.
B. Detailed analysis for random dimer filling on a square lattice
The higher-order truncation results available here allow a detailed and accurate analysis of various features of this process which are expected to be indicative of behavior in more general irreversible processes. The difference between the best two estimates of saturation coverage is 0.0004, and we shall later give arguments which suggest that the exact value is above 0.9068 by no more than -0.0002. In Fig. 4 , we have plotted some probabilities for small connected empty configurations as functions of coverage, and similarly in Figs. 5 and 6, some two-point and three-point correlations, respectively. The only significant variation between the best two truncations occurs near saturation for the threepoint correlations (e.g., -10% for C [0:]) where their magnitude is relatively small. In Fig. 7 , we compare 2ndshell with (essentially exact) higher-order truncation estimates for various Q's. It is clear that in the 2nd shell various plotted in Fig. 8 illustrating the shielding propensity of strings of three and four empty sites. Deviations between "similar" Q 's achieve their maximum shortly before saturation indicating that, at lower coverages, even severe truncations should give accurate results. Next we investigate the validity of the principles underlying the shortest unshielded path truncation method where it is assumed that the influence of a ¢ site is primarily determined by the length of the shortest unshielded path between it and the 0 site. Thus, using 4th-shell truncation results, we ... where the length and number of such shortest unshielded paths between 0 and the additional tP are given by the (length, number) pairs (1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (4,2), (4,1), (5,2), (5,1), (6,2), ... , respectively. As anticipated, there is (roughly speaking) a monotonic decrease in the maximum magnitUde of these differences (see Table III ). An exact assessment of the influence of any tP site must, of course, sum contributions from all unshielded paths between it and the 0 site, but the above results indicate that the dominant influence is associated with the shortest such path(s). We first observe, from Fig. 4 We can now give a reasonable explanation for the observed monotonic increase in saturation coverage estimates (to the exact value) with increasing truncation order. First we recall the form of the Q hierarchy equations (2.5a), in particular, is still more negative than the 3rd-and highershell truncation or its exact value, so that saturation coverage estimate is correspondingly lower (but, from the above analysis, higher than the 1st-shell). This argument extends in the obvious way to suggest that the nth-shell saturation coverage estimate is lower than the (n + 1 )th shell and exact values.
V. ISOMORPHIC FILLING PROCESSES
Consider first the random (dissociative) dimer filling of diagonally nearest-neighbor sites on a square lattice (with both NE-SW and NW-SE orientation). Such a process has been considered by Fuller et al. IS in the context of water sorption on metal oxides, i.e., hydroxylation. It is clear that this process decomposes into two completely independent dimer filling processes on the ± sublattices shown in Fig. 9 .
Since each of these is a 1T / 4-rotated square lattice, each of the independent subprocesses is equivalent to horizontal/vertical dimer filling of nearest-neighbor sites on a square lattice discussed previously in great detail. Thus, e.g., saturation coverage for diagonal filling equals that for horizontal!verti- cal filling. Furthermore, if a ± represents a subconfiguration of sites entirely on the ± sublattice, then P [a+ + a_1 = P [a+l P [a_I, e.g., P [00] = P [0+0-] = (P [0])2, for diagonal filling and each of P [a ± ] can be determined from corresponding quantities for horizontal/ vertical dimer filling. This factorization property is self-evident in the hierarchic rate equations for diagonal filling.
If one continues to consider the corresponding (dissociative) diagonal filling of linear and bent trimers, square tetramers, etc., on a square lattice, one finds a decomposition into independent filling processes on the same ± sublattices as shown in Fig. 9 , where again each of these independent subprocesses is equivalent to the corresponding horizontal! vertical filling process on a square lattice described previously.
Another class of isomorphisms can be demonstrated by simply comparing different descriptions of the same process. From Fig. 10 , we see that random filling ofa hexagonallattice by hexagonal hexamers is equivalent to monomer filling of a triangular lattice with nearest-neighbor blocking (i.e., the monomer cannot land at a site which has one or more occupied nearest neighbor). Similarly from Fig. 11 , one can see that random square tetramer filling of a square lattice is equivalent to monomer filling of a square lattice with both nearest-neighbor and diagonal nearest-neighbor blocking. Other more complex examples of such isomorphisms can, of course, be given. In previous work,7,8 the description of Nmer filling used here (where each N-mer fills N lattice sites) was termed the "atomic lattice" picture. The alternative description where an adsorbing species is represented by the filling of a single site on a "dual lattice" (cf. Figs. 10 and II) was termed the "event lattice" picture. The latter in general contains more information 8 since, e.g., knowing which sites are filled for dimer filling on a square lattice does not necessarily tell us where the dimers landed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
For random dimer or N-mer filling of infinite 2D lattices, we have demonstrated that the hierarchic truncation techniques presented here can produce accurate estimates of the time or coverage dependence of probabilities for various small subconfigurations including saturation coverage estimates. For random dimer filling, our results should be compared with those of several Monte Carlo simulations listed in Table V . By extending the analysis of Vette eta/. to generate the most extensive and accurate results available for this process, we have provided sufficient insight into the underlying structure to motivate and justify a "shortest unshielded path" truncation procedure. This has ramifications for gen- Results should be most accurate for a bent trimer (and square tetramer) on a square lattice and a triangular trimer on a triangular lattice, where a shielding wall thickness of 1 suffices, and for a bent trimer on a hexagonal lattice whose "large" loops make it "Bethe lattice like". Results for the linear trimer on a square lattice, requiring a shielding wall thickness of 2, should be less accurate. For random square tetramer filling of a square lattice, Monte Carlo simulation of Solomon 26 on a l00X 100 lattice obtained a saturation coverage estimate of 0.7468 compared with our best estimate of 0.748, and the generalized Palasti conjecture value of (1 -e-2 )2_0.747 65. In later work, we will provide our own more extensive Monte Carlo simulation results for most of these processes. In all of the above, the treatment discussed centers on determination of probabilities for small compact empty subconfigurations, which do not provide us with information as to, e.g., the large separation behavior of the two-point correlations. Determination of the latter involves consideration and appropriate treatment of further hierarchic rate equations which couple back to the minimal set for connected empty subconfigurations analyzed here. Some limited development along these lines, for random dimer filling on a square lattice, can be found in Ref. 22. Treatment of many physical processes leads to several natural extensions of the models presented here. We can
consider the irreversible coadsorption of various dimer and N-mer species. 28 If one is interested in a statistical treatment describing only which sites are filled and empty (rather than which species fill the various sites) then, for random filling (only), again one obtains a closed hierarchy for probabilities of connected clusters of empty sites which can be straightforwardly treated by the methods presented here. 28 ,29 Epstein has discussed the analogous ID processes. 3 Partial coverages can be obtained simply by adding the appropriate rate equations which close with this set. 28 A further natural extension is to cases where there are several types of sites, e.g., periodic lattices or lattices with a stochastic distribution of "inactive" nonadsorptive sites. 27 Application of our analytic methods tv such extended models provides a powerful tool for treating, e.g., competitive a-and poCO on binary alloy surfaces (for which Monte Carlo simulations have been performed recently 16).
Finally we comment on a rather subtle variation of the dimer filling problem which we characterize as "end-on dimer filling." We describe only the random filling case here.
Instead of randomly sampling pairs of empty sites on which to adsorb (as in the model treated above), one could randomly sample single empty sites (with one end of the dimer), testing to see if any adjacent sites are empty. Then if this is the case, one of these is picked at random and the other end of the dimer attached (at which point the dimer becomes irreversibly adsorbed), and if not, the dimer desorbs. In later work we detail the statistical differences between these dimer filling models (which seem only to have been appreciated in one previous treatmeneO).
APPENDIX A: FACTORIZING TRUNCATION SCHEMES
The choice of factorization for Q's with several conditioned 0 sites used in the nth-order factorizing (FT.n) truncation scheme is briefly described here. Consider first Q;s which have one or more rp sites further than n-lattice vectors from at least one 0 site (and so are affected by truncation). We choose the factorization in which the 0 site with the most (truncated) rp sites greater than n-lattice vectors from it is in the Q with the most rp sites; e.g., in the 3rd order, This choice creates an additional rp site near the 0 site with the most truncated rp sites, thus maximizing shielding from these. If two or more 0 sites have the same (maximum) number of rp sites greater than n-Iattice vectors from them, then the 0 in the largest Q is chosen as the one with the most rp sites at distance n + 1 (or if this does not distinguish betwen the 0 sites, then at distance n + 2, and so on). For example, in the 2nd order,
[
;-tlJ] [ifJ-;] [ifJ-ifJ] [ifJ-;] [ifJ-ifJ] Q ::: =Q : : Q 0#: rather than Q ::: Q ifJ~:
If none of these rules distinguishes between 0 sites, then we factorize in an arbitrary, but consistent, fashion.
For other Q's (where no tP sites are truncated), the choice of factorization does not affect the solution. For if two different choices are made and the resulting truncated sets of equations extended, if necessary, to include the same Q's, then the only difference betwen the two sets is that different but "compatible" products of Q 's appear in some places (i.e., these products are equal for exact Q's). It then follows that solutions of the two sets will agree by virtue of product consistency (cf. Ref. 6) . For completeness, we give the following examples of the choice, written into our computer routine, for 3rd-or higher-order truncation: 
The differences between Eqs. (Bl) and (B2) values for corresponding terms on the right-hand side are given by: fifth and first terms:
.l).
(1/2) fourth [second] terms: [2] (0[ f]-Q [;:' 1) -( Q[:: ]-Q [;..1).
(1/2) third terms: Clearly the fifth and first terms contribute less than the fourth and second where the 0 site is closer to the additional tP site. In the third terms, the 0 site is even closer to the additional tP site(s) but we have a second-order rather than first-order difference in Q 's and thus anticipate that the contribution will be of the same order as from the second and fourth terms. This is verified from high-order truncation results. (The generalization of this argument requires that a (first-order) difference in Q's with the additional tP site at shortest unshielded path (sup) distance 2N is of the same order as a second order difference in Q 's with additional tP site(s) at sup distance N).
Thus in analyzing the difference between
Q[+]
and Q [¢;¢], we are naturally led to consider the difference between corresponding Q 's associated with the second! fourth and third terms. Here we consider only the former, which is easier to analyze, and thus to compare 
This substantial difference is propagated back through the coupled sequence of six pairs of Q's (as the 0 site travels around the shielding wall segment tPtPtP ) to cause deviation between Compatibility with our choice of corresponding shortest unshielded path length of six should be clear. Similarly one could consider equations for these Q 's for random bent trimer and square tetramer filling. Here one "gets around" the end of the shielding wall segment tPtPtP with fewer steps (couplings) and hence obtains lower shortest unshielded path length values. Finally for random linear trimer filling (where the wall segment tPtPtP is not thick enough to shield), one has a substantial difference in structure in the equations, i.e., 
APPENDIX C: RANDOM TRIMER FILLING ON BETHE LATTICES
It is possible to obtain exact solutions (and thus, e.g., saturation coverage values) for random dimer and N-mer filling of Bethe lattices. 24 This provides a useful intuitive tool for analyzing trends in corresponding processes on physical lattices. For random dimer filling on physical lattices with no closed loops oflength 3 (so excluding, e.g., the triangular lattice), it has been shown that the 1st-shell truncation solutions correspond to the exact solution for random dimer filling on a Bethe lattice of the same coordination number. 24 In fact this correspondence has been used as the basis for resummation of corresponding formal coverage expansions. 8 • 27 In considering random trimer filling of Bethe lattices, we note first that all connected triples of sites are equivalent for a Bethe lattice of (arbitrary) coordination number c. Thus we expect that random trimer filling on a Bethe lattice with c = 3 and a hexagonal lattice should exhibit certain similarities (these have the same generalized coordination number for trimer filling). However, random trimer filling on a Bethe lattice with c = 4, in a sense, corresponds to simultaneous random linear and bent trimer filling of a square lattice (the generalized coordination number for the former is the sum of those for the latter). The procedure of Ref. 24 leads straightforwardly to the following exact closed sets of equations for random trimer filling of a Bethe lattice with 
